S1. Spin-states and spin contamination corrections
Prior to the study of the electrostatic surface potentials and adsorption properties of the TM nanoclusters of the main article, an investigation of the favored spin-state for each system was performed. The identified ground-state (low-energy) spin-states of the TM13 clusters are summarized in Table 1 of the main article, as well as in Table S2. Table S1 reports the identified spin states for the smaller Pt4, and TM8 clusters.
For the smaller nanoclusters, the identified ground-states are in agreement with previously determined spin-states for the Pt4 and Pt8 clusters, [1, 2] whereas both a singlet and a quintet spin-state has been reported for Ir8 using GGA DFT. [2] [3] [4] The higher (tridecatet) spin-state identified in this study is not unexpected since it is well known that the hybrid DFT functional approach (here PBE0 [5] ) used herein has a larger preference for high-spin compared to GGA DFT functionals, see e.g. refs [6, 7] . The expectation value of the Ŝ 2 (<Ŝ 2 >) spin operator is also reported in Table S2 for the identified low-energy spin-states. This can be compared to the theoretical value of S(S+1). Table S2 contains the ratio between the calculated <Ŝ 2 > and the theoretical S(S+1). The reported ratios show little indication of spin contamination, except for the Pt4 cluster. As a rule of thumb, the ratio between <Ŝ 2 > and S(S+1) should not be larger than 1.1 for a spin-contaminated electronic configuration. [8] If the ratio is larger, it is an indication of a multi-reference character of the studied system, which is not well represented by the single-determinant KS-DFT method. An approach to overcome the above is to use correction schemes via spin projection as discussed below. For Pt4 the <Ŝ 2 >/S(S+1) ratio is 1.04 and thus within the acceptable range. The spin-states of the majority of the TM13 nanoclusters are in agreement with previous studies -including Au13, Cu13, Pt13, Pt7Cu6, Co13, and Ir13. [3, [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] For Ru13 a triplet and septet spin states have been reported previously using GGA-DFT, and for Pd13 a septet spinstate. [4, 9, 12] At the level of theory used herein, the tridecatet (Ru13) and nonet (Pd13) spinstates are, however, clearly lower in energy than the previously reported spin-states. For Rh13 the doublet spin-state was here identified as the lowest energy state, however, only by 0.01 eV compared to the decatet (2S+1=10) spin-state reported in other studies. [9, 11, 12, 15] The relative energies for the spin-states of Rh13 are as follows -doublet: 0.00 eV; quartet: 0.06 eV; sextet: 0.06 eV; octet: 0.23 eV; decatet: 0.01 eV; dodecatet: 0.53 eV.
The <Ŝ 2 >/S(S+1) ratios of Table S2 for the TM13 nanoclusters suggests small to modest spin contamination for all but the Ir13, Rh13, and, possible, the Pt13 clusters. For Pt13 the ratio is 1.09, which is below 1.1 and considered acceptable. For Ir13 the ratio is 1.34. Therefore we tested whether the energies for the Ir13 structures had to be corrected or not using the spin projection correction schemes outlined below. The tests amounts to the quartet-sextet coupling and affects the H2O adsorption leading to minor adjustments to the H2O interaction energies for Ir13. The primary result is overall slightly more favorable interactions (i.e. more negative ΔEin) compared to the non-corrected case (see Table S3 ). We can also note that the amount of Hartree-Fock (HF) exchange in the PBE0 hybrid functional (25% HF admixture) affects the spin contamination; for Ir13 the <Ŝ 2 >/S(S+1) ratio is decreased to 1.10 if the HF The approximate spin-projection procedure (the AP procedure) of Yamaguchi et al. [16] [17] [18] were used to correct the ground-state energies of the Ir13 and Rh13 structures. These methods are primarily applied in the study of binuclear TM compounds and hence the results herein could be seen as experimental. The lowest energy state of the Ir13 and Rh13 compounds are found to be of broken symmetry character with a large amount of spin contamination from higher spin-states. The coupling between a low-spin state and a high-spin state (antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic states) between two localized magnetic centers A and B can be expressed by the coupling constant JAB via the Heisenberg Hamiltonian by [19, 20] 
where ŜA and ŜB are the total spin operators of site A and B. Assuming that this approachhere using a single JAB coupling -is valid in the cases of Rh13 and Ir13, the coupling constant takes the form of eq. S2 in the AP approximation. Already this is a bold assumption since eq. S1 was originally formulated for the case of singlet-triplet coupling and since multiple spin sites (and centers) may be involved in the coupling in our systems.
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Eq. S2 thus includes the computation of the energies and <Ŝ 2 > of the non-broken symmetry high-spin state (HS) and the broken symmetry (BS) low-spin state (LS). The relation is valid in the full range from weak to strong coupling. The final AP approximation energy is obtained by
with ,
As indicated above, the H2O interaction energies were not greatly altered by the spin projection corrections for Ir13. Because of the small energy differences, and because of the various assumptions of the correction scheme, the main article contains the non-corrected interaction energies. For Rh13 we find slightly larger effects (see also section S3). Both the noncorrected and the corrected interaction energies are given in Table S3 below. Also for Rh13, the main article will only consider the uncorrected interaction energies for consistency. -0.55 -0.50 1(8) -0.52 -0.48 11 (2) [10] [11] -0.56 -0.52 11(3) [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] -0.66 -0.61 7 [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] -0.54 -0.51 12 [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] -0.70 -0.63 11(3) [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] -0.78 -0.77 1(8) -0.66 -0.64 1(8) -0.63 -0.65 10(9) [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] -0.53 -0.51 5 -0.74 -0.72 13 [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] -0. 
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S2. Site resolved data -including H2O interaction energies, VS,max and ES,min
The Table S4 below contains H2O adsorption data for all TM13 clusters (sites, interaction energies and binding distances) as well as information on the VS,max (magnitude and character), ES,min and information on the position of σ-holes with respect to the closest TM atom and the optimized position of the O atom of H2O upon adsorption. 
S3. Studies of Rh13 at the 2S+1=10 spin-state
The geometry of Rh13 does not change much compared to the doublet structure upon reoptimization at the decatet (2S+1=10) spin-state. The structural difference compared to the doublet state amounts to a RMSD of 0.046 Å for the atomic positions. Similarly, the electronic occupation of the s-, d-and p-orbitals is essentially unaltered going from the doublet to the decatet state (cf. Table S5 and Table 1 of the main article). As concerning the VS(r) profile (Figure S1 ), two additional σ-holes can be identified at the decatet compared to the doublet state. These appear below the cluster at the opposite side of the capping atom. On the whole, the surface electrostatic potential profiles are largely similar for the two spin states, with the magnitudes of the VS,max generally slightly decreased for the decatet state compared to the doublet. There is a larger tendency for σs-holes to be created on the decatet VS(r) profile; e.g. does the σ-holes at the 6(12) and 4(10) positions show clear σs-hole character. The ES,min positions are the same for the two considered spin states, although there values and mutual ranking are shifted (Table S6) . Although there are a larger amount of ES,min compared to VS,max, they tend to coincide at the same position. The exception is the σs-hole on site 6 (12) where ES,min positions instead resembles σd-holes. A <Ŝ 2 > of 25.62 was, furthermore, obtained for the decatet state yielding a <Ŝ 2 >/S(S+1) ratio of 1.03. At the decatet state, the favored adsorption position for H2O (O-down) is toward the capping atom. For the doublet case the strongest adsorption was at the 1(7) position. The Odown adsorption to the capping atom takes place on the side and at a position along the extension of the 6-13 bond, whereas for the doublet state H2O adsorbed toward the extension of the 5-13 bond. This is a refection of the shifted position of the VS,max on the capping atom going from one spin state to the other. The deviation from the σ-hole positions and the position of the O-atom of the adsorbed H2O are small for the σd-holes, but larger for σs-holes. For the latter case the H2O molecules tend to move toward extensions of Rh-Rh bonds, i.e. at typical σd-hole positions. No H2O H-down adsorption mode could be established. 
S4. Additional computational details (for the figures 1 and 3)
The HF and I2 molecules and the small TM clusters Pt4, Au8, Pt8 and Ir8 of Figure 1 and 3 in the main article were optimized at the PBE0/Def2-SV(P) level of theory [5, 21] using the Turbomole 6.4 software package under symmetry constraints. [22] The structures correspond to local minima -verified by the lack of imaginary vibrational frequencies. The cubic Oh Au8 structure is an exception and it relaxes to a Td structure when the symmetry constraints are lifted. For the TM nanoclusters different spin-states where considered up to 2S+1=19. The lowest energy states are reported in the main article and in Table S1 . The electrostatic surface potentials [VS(r)] were determined at the 0.001 au isosurfaces and based on single-point calculations at the optimized geometries on the PBE0/Def2-TZVPP level of theory.
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S6. Appendix -xyz-coordinates
Below are the coordinates of all structures of this study included. Figure 1 
S5.1. Structures of
S5.3. H2O adsorption structures
The below structures are sorted under subheadings corresponding to each TM13 nanocluster and given for each unique site (indicated above the xyzcoordinates) labeled according to the notation in Table S4 
